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We have had a week where our horses have in the main run very well but there are no winners
to report. Husson Eagle was 4th in the Listed St Albans Stakes at Moonee Valley. The inside draw
proved no help at all and in fact made his task impossible.
I was pleased to see Princess Royale return to the track and be competitive running 2nd after
having little luck in running in her first run for 10 months. Tony McEvoy should place her to
advantage in coming weeks. One More Red, Hot To Trot and Mossgiel Village all ran well in
Launceston and are not far off winning.
We are a bit light on in the coming week with no runners this weekend. Sanosuke returns to
racing at Cranbourne today. He is a progressive middle distance three year old and will benefit from
the run.
Mosse Diva is set to return to the track at Randwick on Wednesday and Maraska is set to run
at Bendigo on Thursday in a Super VOBIS 3YO Fillies Maiden.

TEAM COMPLETE
I am always happy to see the Adelaide Magic Millions Sale conclude. Not that I don’t enjoy
the sale it is always a lot of fun and we have purchased some good horses from it over the years. The
end of this sale sees the most intensive period of the year conclude. From when I returned home to
Melbourne after our family break at Sorrento on 2 January my feet haven’t hit the ground.
The 10 days at the Gold Coast is full on and I set a target of purchasing from 6 to 8 yearlings
Aa
at the sale. Prior to the sale I had purchased two weanlings which were now yearlings and had set a
target of adding 13 yearlings to our team of horses this year. A Rugby League team!!! As I write this
I have purchased 12 and have one further order to fill for our Tasmanian operation.
The statistics coming out of the Gold Coast Magic Millions Sale are amazing. As I write this
there have been 39 two year old winners come out of the 2013 January Sale.
A

Now I have all but finished the sales silly season I can get on with the job of putting our
syndicates together. We have yearlings by Snitzel, Commands, Mossman (2), Domesday, Not A
Single Doubt, Lope De Vega, Husson and Magic Albert (2). I am very pleased with our purchases
and look forward to them racing.
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BREEDERS SHOULD SUPPORT THEIR HOME STATE SALES
I am a strong believer the yearling sales in the smaller breeding states should highlight the
very best yearlings on offer from their state. This is certainly the case in WA and to a lesser extent in
SA and Tasmania. It doesn’t make much sense to me for studs from these states to send their best
yearlings interstate when they would get just as good a return in their home state sales with their best
yearlings helping attract the bigger buyers to their sales.

INGLIS OPEN DAY SUNDAY 23 MARCH 2013
Inglis are holding a Syndicators Open Day on Sunday at their Sales Complex at Oaklands
Junction commencing at 10.30 am. This should be a great day and I will have a display and will be
parading the Snitzel and Not A Single doubt fillies. Mark Kavanagh will be attending.
This is a great opportunity to catch up and I look forward to seeing many of our clients on the
day. The Inglis Company has put a lot of effort into organizing the day and should get a good crowd.

SALES UPDATE
I purchased a really nice Not A Single Doubt filly for Patrick Payne from the Mill Park draft
from the Adelaide Magic Millions Sale.
Over the past decade the South Australian Mill Park Stud has established itself as amongst the
very best in Australia. I have purchased just the one yearling from the arm in the past. His name is
Unique and we have very high hopes for him. He is a half-brother to the outstanding galloper Happy
Trails.
I have often written it is more important where a horse is reared than who its parents are.
This is so true!!!

ACCOUNTS
I apologize for getting the accounts out a bit later than normal but hopefully we will see
things getting back to normal from here on. Please make sure you put your id with your deposit.
Please get back to me if you deposited $1,745 on 25/02/14.

YEARLINGS

The sires of some of our yearlings are having stellar runs particularly Mossman, Not A Single
Doubt, Commands, Husson and Domesday. Magic Albert looks to have a good one with Alberto
Magic winning again earlier in the week.
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Not A Single Doubt filly from Our Greta
Patrick Payne to train

Pictured above is a stunning filly by Not A Single Doubt out of the good producing Rory’s
Jester mare Our Greta. The filly looks like a running two year old to me and will be aimed at the
early two year old races. I am paying her up for the Adelaide Magic Millions and she will be
nominated for the Blue Diamond Stakes.
Not A Single Doubt
Not A Single Doubt has been a terrific sire of precocious two year olds with the outstanding
two year old fillies Miracles Of Life, Villa Verde and Karuta Queen being by this outstanding horse.
Not A Single doubt is currently 5th on the national two year old list.
Our Greta
Our Greta is by the Champion Sire Rory’s Jester. Rory’s Jester has been consistently been
amongst the very best broodmare sires in Australia for many years. When Rory’s Jester mares have
been crossed with Danehill line stallions the results have been exceptional with the Group 1 winners
Reward For Effort and Southern Lord being produced as well as the Group and Listed winners
Vintedge, Permaiscuous, Rosa’s Spur, Hinting, World Peace and Downhill Racer.
Our Greta has had two to race with both winning including the very good gelding Victorius
with 3 wins and $203,000 in stakes money. He recently ran 3rd in Hong Kong. This is her 4th foal.
The 3rd foal is a two year old filly by Choisir and is reported to have nice ability.
This filly is bred on a similar cross to Villa Verde.
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The Filly
This is a great filly. She has an excellent pedigree and is a really good type of a horse. She
has a wonderful attitude and gets around very well. She has a lovely easy, relaxed walk.
The filly was grown out at Mill Park Stud in South Australia after being weaned at
Edinglassie Stud in the Hunter Valley where Mick Talty said she was a strong foal with a great
temperament and terrific doer.
Not only does she offer her owners the opportunity to race a top class filly but also she has the
potential to be a very valuable brood mare should she win a nice race.
I am more than pleased to have secured her and she will head to Patrick Payne to be trained.
10 shares @ $9,000 each (1/2 shares @ $4,500 each)
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